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Concerned Black Women Celebrate 
By ADRIENNE CHONG 
The Concerned Black Women, 
sponsored· by B.L.A.C.K., 
presented an informal showcase 
of poetry, skits, dance and a 
fashion show all related to the 
black way of life as they ex­
perience it and would like to im­
prove it. 
"Concerned" was not just a. 
part of the name of the fourteen 
black women who put on their 
show for an audience of over 30 
people last Friday in 4 North 
auditorium. but,· it was truly 
reflected as their feeling for 
their community. 
The small audience, it  
seemed, contriubted to an at­
m9sphere of closeness and 
warmth radiated by the cast. The 
feeling of familiarity by the 
audience , came from the in­
troduction of the cast ·by a 
showing of slides of each mem­
ber with a. narration on that 
person. It was revealed through 
this that most of the women . 
were career women, mothers, 
and one or two even grand-. 
mothers, who had decided to 
tak.e the destiny of their lives 
into their own hands. The 
harvest of their individual hard 
work was evidence enough to 
them that they cou Id help others 
make their lives as fruitful. They 
willingly devoted their time to 
forming this group which wou Id' 
reach Ol:lt intq areas in the black 
community s1,1ch as prisons and 
community centers as serve as a 
positive . transmitter for 
awareness of economic an.d 
social problems existing. 
Reco
.
gnizing them would also 
mean providing a solution and 
this they do through their skits 
amd poetry. 
The cast had no magnitude of 
talent b�t non'e was needed 
on the market. If we are more 
careful about the foods we eat 
we could ·prevent bad health. 
Our children should be taught 
the necessity. for natural and 
healthy foods instead of 
frequenting the local Burger 
,King or McDonalds which 
provides nothing more than un­
nutritional and mass-produced 
food. 
The messages were sent 
home loud and clear also by 
dynamic poetry written by one of 
the members and left some 
members of .the audience 
drained of outbursts of emotion. 
here. The purpose for which the The dance numbers especially 
skits serve Reeded just that the one, "From the Ghetto to the 














between the black man and 
black woman and stressed that 
we should try and find a remedy 
in.s-tead of just le��ing it persis!, 
Communication between the 
sexes should be enhanced and 
values redefined. Another skit 
showed that health a·nd.nutrition 
play an important part, in 
anyone's life, especially blacks. 
Blacks suffer from high rates of 
disease c,aused by bad nutrition. 
this is incumbent on the low in­
come and status quo of most 
blacks, but it can be corrected 
by an increased concern of the 
poor qualities of most food 
which are consistently pushed'· 
Enthralled_ by the performance. 
The lively and rhythmic beat was 
provided by three talents and 
apt drummers. 
Another positive theme of the 
program was the citation of the 
seven principles. of Kwanza by 
the cast. Kwanza, the. African 
holiday which is celebrated 
around the end of each year by 
blacks in America, has served to 
be a positive integer of blacJ< 
culture. Throughout Af.rican 
society, it was traditionally a 
time when black people came 
together to celebrate the harvest 
of the first fruits of the year. It 
was a time of great celebration, 
of rhythm and dancing, and 
feasting and joy, of libations and 
love. Achievements based on 
the principles celebrated are 
considered the fruits harvested 
during the y�ar. They are unity, 
self determination, collective 
work and responsibility, 
purpose, 'Creativity and faith. 
This show was like a-celebration 
of Kwanza in itself as it dealt 
with bringing out some of these 
principles in its theme. 
The fashion show which wrap­
ped up the show was a display 
<Of African dress and rendered a 
vivid sr>'ectrum of colors sym­
bolic to African culture. It was 
revealed that bright colors such 
as orange, gold and·· red are 
characteristically A t,i can. 
Colors such as green were also 
worn to represent the vegetation 
and silver and gold. we.re 
illustrative of· tre_asures from the 
earth. Colors of clothes were 
sometimes even taken from pat­
terns of animals and fishes. The 
Tie-dye effect was a common 
style and it was noted that it is 
typical of African dress and is 
one mode of dress that has been 
carried on for hundreds of years. 
The creativity of the r:nember 
who designed and made the 
dresses was-excellently shown. 
by the models who danced 
rhythmically while parading 
before the audience. 
The show came to a close 
(Continued on Page 3) 
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Are Y.ou Living In Filth? 
By MARY LAW BRADSHAW 
George lives ir\ filth. The 
-stench that greets him at his 
door changes as often as the 
garbage does. This week it is 
rotting fish. His living room 
walls are lined with stacks of an­
cient. magazines and
newspapers. The uncarpet.ed 
floor has dustballs roaming 
freely like tumbleweed on the 
plains. A week's garbage sits . in 
the . corner nearest the door, 
some of which has escaped the­
bag's boundary and is laying 
delioquent on tt')e floor. 




5. Start feeling guilty. (Then 
you won't have the·desire to'be 
careless about where you drop 
litter) 
These simple, easy ·to do 
suggestions will-help to end the 
filth problem at Baruch if each 
one of us follows ihem. Remem­
ber if we live arid work in clean 
surroundings we wi\J feel better. 
Poem For My Father 
By STEV_E_N_ KOENIG 
Knowing I cant deal with whats 
given 
I find my own _way 
although it causes you pain 
from what you 'taught me 
love. and affection open 
Sometimes youre scared I wont 
get it back 
but Ive survived as you have 
the.res · always· an investment 
in someones care & love 
but what- you get in return 
.[ Fashion Disco
By ROSETTA TH_OMPSON 
The Designer's et Models 
Club in cooperation with Colum­
bia University sponsored this 
Fashion Disco event on 
Saturday evening April 16, 1977. 
Two hundred· students attended 
this event from Baruch College 
and about a hundred students. 
attended from Co·i'l'.Jmbia 
University. Our special invited 
guest was Mrs. Tina Phillips 
who is the instructor at Black 
Image Modeling Studios in 
Brooklyn. The fashion show 
consisted of four scenes: they 
were Sportswear, Lounge Wear, 
Lifestyles U.S.A. and Evening 
the show; they ·were: Miss 
Rosetta Thompson, President of 
the Designers Models Clu·b, 
Miss Lora Johnson Vice­
President, M i'ss Lisa Tarver, 
Secretary, Mr. Norm·an Jayora, 
model, Olga Zabala, Ivonne 
Thorne, Bruce Capri, Oscar 
Robinson, Harold Williams, 
Carrol Jones, Rori Johnson and 
Terrance Kennedy director of 
Sly Slick & Wicked Models Lt<tl. 
Some of our garments were 
desig'ned by Ms. Tina Phillips, 
Terrance Kennedy and Bruce­
Capri. 
Most of'us would be dis\')usted· 
by George's home. We shouldn't 
be because our "home"· is· just 
as· dirty as George's. Our 
'!home" is Baruch College and it 
rs a huge tub of litter. 
Everywhere you step there is 
something obstructing your 
path. Everyone agrees that it is 
sickening, but no one takes the 
blame. If our college is dirty, we 
_make it that way! 
yet something hidden 
blocks my emotions in ways I 
Elori.t understand 
is altered · Wear. 12 models participated in 
There is much more to 
model.ing ·than just  simply 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Sometimes I think Im 





of body and mind 
to something you may not know 
what to do with 
because youve never seen it 
befor-e 
never realized i.t could be 
I deal' witti life and love 
ari__d people 
in a way that� unique to rrie 
and yet Im still my fathers son 
The Roving Reporter 
By_.EAN N_UGENT 
and BILL ROTCHFORD 
Ques.: Do you think there· 
should be more free electives 
. offered at Baruch? You can do something about 
Baruch's litter problem by 
followin.g these five. 
suggestions: 
.J 
. ! . 
Beta Gamma Sigma Taps 
1. Be conscious of your 
surroundings - which includes 
the litter. If you truly see the 
garbage you won't add to it. 
2. Pick u·p one piece of litter a 
day and throw it in th.e nearest 
waste basket. (This especially 
should be done in ,the student 
lounges.) 
3. If you see a friend about to 
do the dirty deed (litter) direct 
him to the nearest· garbage 
receptacle. Which leads us to 
numb.er tour . .
Berenson, 
Professor Conrad Berenson 
Marketing , Department 
Chairman, and Walter Hoving, 
Board Chairman of Ti_ffany & 
Co., will be honored at a Beta 
Gc!mma Sigma dinner May 5 at 
. whicl:1 they wi'II be inducted 
along with some 67 current 
students and recent' graduates, 
into the honorary society's mem­
bership. 
Mr. Hoving will deliver the 
Advertisi.ng Society M_eets 
By EDWARD POGARSKY 
Members of The Baruch Ad­
vertising Society attended the 
5th annual American Advertising 
Federation Student Advertising 
Competition which was held at 
Fashion Institute of Technology 
Saturday evening, Apr_ 16, 1977. 
present included Amy Barron, 
Larry Teneholtz, A.liee: Ro�sabi, 
Michael Abadi, Bill Romaniw. In 
the audience giving moral sup-
. po.rt were John Chamberlain, 
Edward Pogarsky and our 
Facu!ty Advisor, Professor 
Morton Jaffe. 
"Although we didn't come in 
first place: the presentation was 
a significant improvement over 
presentations in previous 
years.'" 
Hoving.:. 
principle address on "Your 
Career in Business." 
The event, scheduled for 6 
p.m. at the ·Roosevelt Hotel, 
marks -tbe 42nd anniversary 'of 
the Baruch chapter, which has 
· traditionally been the largest ir;i 
the nation. Faculty members of 
the society are urged to attend. 
Since joining the marketing 
faculty in 1961, Professor Beren­
son has held the posts of 
Executive -Director of the 
c;)UNY's R·esearch Foundation. 
from 1994 until 1969, when he 
became Executive Off.icer of the 
Doctoral Progr,:1m in Business 
for 4 years. He' was elected 
Marketing chairman l�st Fall. 
Mr. Hoving, who ha:s been Tif­
fany's chairman since 1955, has 
also been Vice President of R.H. 
Macy & Co. and Montgomery 
Ward, and President of Lord & 
Taylor and Bonwit Teller. His 
public services activities in­
clude:· a founder of the Salvation 
Army Association of New York, 
the United Negro College Fand, 
and United States Overseas. 
Partici'pating in the Beta 
Gamma Sigma ceremonies will 
be Presidirnt Mintz, Dean
Samuel Thomas, and Baruch 
chapter officers, Marketing 
Professor I. Robert Parket, 
President, and Dean Jay. 
Finkelman, Secretary. 
Inductees will also include 25 
undergraduate students, 24 mid­
year graduates, and 18 MBA 
candidates 
Street Fair 
By CHARLES NA-SOFER 
The Day Session Student 
Government has planned to 
have a marveTotis time on M·ay 
5th, a real' party .. They have in­
vited the other student govern­
ments, clubs and organizations 
to join them. 
. On Thursday,- May 5th, plans 
have been made to close off to 
vehicle traffic Lexington Ave. 
between E. 22nd, Street and· E. 
23 Street and East 22nd Street 
between Lexington and Third­
Avenues. 
All recognized clubs should 
submit plans and expenses to 
the participati-ng organization 
for· approval. 
- (1) Fernand.o E!lpi11a,I 
_Upper. Sophomore ;- ' 
I think there should be more,free 
electives because the socfal 
sciences are very limited and 
these courses give us a greater 
depth of knowledge. 
(2) Janice Williams 
Upper Senior 
They should offer more courses 
dealing with the humanities and 
the creative arts to enrich the 
college experience. 
(3) Benjamin Mintz 
Grad. Student 
It doesn't·really matter to me. My 
program doesn't offer any. 
(4) Derek Lyons 
Lower Sophomore 
Yes. There should be more elec­
tives geared -towards the 
student's major. As of now there 
are not enough required elec­
tives, not to men�ion free elec­
tives. 
(5) Lucretia DiGenova 
Upper Sophomore 
. I think so. I think an education 
should be more than prepiarati0n 
f,or the business world. It should also be a way for students to ex­
perience different things in the 
world around him and offering 
different type of electives would 
give .students a cnance to ex­
perience more as people. 
(6) Therman Williams 
Junior 
I think there should, espeeiallY 
in liberal arts but I don't thimk 
the business program should 
have too many electiv�,s. 
_
. ,-, 
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Kiss Me Kate 
Over sixty of our own Baruch sprinkled with
rCole Porter's best 
students and faculty are diligen- songs including 'Wunderbar,' 
tly striving for one of the best 'Why Can't You Behave,' and 
performances that Baruch has 'Brush Up Your Shakes-peare,' to 
ever seen. Not only actors and name only' a few. 
singers, but stage hands, Elvira Tortora and Jonathan 
publicity·(look for 'Kiss Me Kate' Harris play the leading roles as 
T-shirts),.Box office, and people ex-husband and wife who bring 
just helping out because it's fun, their marital problems on stage 
can be seen every night at 23rd in a most unbecoming and un-
street building hustling under professional manner. (You may 
the direction of Dr. Ferrar of the remember them as mother and 
Speech Department. - son in 'Once Upon a Mattress.') 
Every Spring for· the past three Elvira as Katherine has found 
years Baruch has pl!Jt.:__ on a the part perfectly $.uited to her. 
musical prod.uction. How.ever, After an acting tour of.Sritainia, 
every Fall, s,tudents cana be Elvira has developed into an 
heard muttering, 'I never heard even better actress than in her 
about it, I wish I had seen it.' other performanc;:es at Baruc�. 
THIS YEAR IT IS COLE which were hard to beat. It is a 
PORTER'S 'KI.SS ME KATE.' treat just to watch her work into 
'Kiss Me Kate' is about· a an angry emotional outburst in 
second-rate acting company rehearsal. The brunt of her, 
putting on a musical version of anger, Petrucchio, is played by 
'The Taming of the .Shrew.' But Jonathan Harris·who is studying, 
don't think you shall be bored at HB Studios and makes a 
by incomprehensible speeches:. perfect egotistical windbag. And 
the scene-s which are they both have excellent voices 
·'Shakespearean' are filled ,with- to top it off. 
slap-stick, bumbling actors and The two supporting roles are · 
gangsters taking pot shots at . played by Jane Aronin and 
bumbling actors and gangsters Kevin Reed. Jane was seen on 
taking pot shots at bumbling ac- the Baruch stage as Kitty in last 
remembered from 1974 in 
'Steambath.' This is Kevin's first 
attempt in a musical: 'I'd like to 
·round myself out as an actor,' he 
says. 
The not-as-sweet-as-she-
shou Id-be Bianca (Jane) is the 
cause of Katherine's wrath 
towards her ex-husband, · and 
Lucentio (Kevin) is the unwitting 
savior, by bei'ng a compuslive 
gambler and bringing gangsters 
down upon Petruchio's head. 
The gangsters are portrayed by 
Robert Cruz and David 
Seigerman and are the two fun� 
niest pair you'd ever b-e likely to 
meet. 
Jack Light is the musical 
director -and conductor of what 
should prove to be an admirable 
orchestra. The chorus imany df 
whom have never performed 
before) is the largest yet and 
have a surprisingly fine and 
professional sound. 
Jane Aronin, one of the stars of Kiss Me Kate. 
tors, and anything else flying �Y- year's production of 'Where's 
The. show is also liberally Charlie?' and J:(evin will be 
So, Cole Porter fans, nostalgia 
freaks, Shakespeare .lovers, and 
people who love · to laugh, a 
great treat is awaiti_ng you i'n the 
form of 'Kiss Me Kate,' to be 
performed on May 4th through 
7th in the 23rd Street Auditorium 
at 8 p.m. /_or only $1.75. See you 
there. 




By ED POGARSKY 
On Friday afterncion, April 22-, 
Dean Jay Finkleman, Dr, Ruth 
Frisz, Director of Studerit ·Ac­
tivities, Day Session, and a large 
and enthusiastic. crowd_ of 
students attended a Food Fair in 
the Oak Lounge which was 
sponsored by the Romance 
Language Departments of  
Baruch College in conjunction 
with Compensatory Education, 
Cuban Society, P.R.l:D.E., Sigma 
Delta Phi and Spanish Olub. 
The food which was con­
tributed by staff and students 
included Habichuelas Coloradas 
y Arroz (Rice and Beans): Arroz 
con Dulce (Rice Pudding), 
Pastel de Quezo (Cheese Cake) 
and E;nsalada (Salad). Th.e food 
was so good that ·people were 
asking for seconds. Taking pic­
tures of this annual eve·nt was 
Farley Arriage, the charismatic 
member of P.R.I.D.E .. 
After the food was consumed, 
everybody worked off their ap­
petites as The Oak Lounge was 
transformed into a Salsa 
Festival.' The Vibes were sup-
-plied by · WMBM, Baruch 
College's radio station under 
the direction of Nigel Redman,· 
Qeneral Manager. 
Hector Lequillow of W.B.M.'B. 
was the disk jockey- at the affair, 
spinning the Latin sound_ 0f Joe 
Cuba, Bobby Rodri guez. 
Stephen J. Gales engineered the 
audio set up. 
Some of the smoothest dan­
cing this reporter has ever seen 
was exhibited when the Latin 
women and men started to strut 
their stuff. It was like watching 
silk floating on water. The 
women were cool and graceful; 
the men like matadors. There 
was a tall dark man and an 
equally tall girl who wore a 
white jump suit outfit. Both of 
them seemed to be setting the 
place on fire wit-h their dancing 
skill. It was to be sure, an ex­
citing nignt. · • ,. ·;,,; · 
Student 
. _ Center 
.Gazetteer 
By EDWARD POGARSKY 
This week is a multi­
hapi:,ening iri and around the 
Student Center. On Thursday, 
May 5th, Luxury Productio·ns will 
·present, a fashion show which 
will be held in the Oak Lounge 
from 7:30 p.m. to 11 :00 p.m. 
On ·the same day, the Day 
Student Government will have a 
street fair. 22nd Street between 
Lexington and Third Avenue will 
be closed off as various clubs of 
Baruch will hold exhibits. It runs 
from 12:00 Noon to 8:00 p.m. 
Ping pong tables will be set up 
as well as volleyball nets and 
badminton games which the 
· Physical Education Department 
will hand out trophies for the 
best effort. There will' be food 
and refreshments. WBMB will be 
coming down with their 
speakers so it should be a real 
blaster of a celebration. 
On Friday, May 6th,· Circle K 
will hold an Intergroup meeting 
in the Oak Lounge from 7:00 
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. At the same 
time, Luxury Productions will be 
hosting a Disco Dance in The 
Alley Lounge from 6:00 p.m. to 
11:00 1 p.m. In addition, The 
Haitian Students Association· 
will have speakers and a dance 
troupe·in 4 North from 7 p.m. to 
- 11;00 p.m. 
Concerned 
Black Women ... 
(Continued from Page 1) 
with 'the serving of a sum­
ptuous mixture of food -
natural and otherwise. The in­
terest and concern directed at 
improving black life and culture 
was conveyed proficiently. The 
only regretful thing that evening 
was that more cou Id not have 
shared the enlightening 
messages these enthusiastic 
women had to offer. · · , ', · �. 
j-
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A MEMORABLE WEEKEND . \ 
When the thirty students boarc;Jed the bus at 
Baruch College for the trip to Deer Park Farm 
Lodge in Cuddebackville, N.Y. for that memorable 
Leadership Weekend conference, most of them 
were relative strangers.· The bus had.·only left the 
city for about twenty minutes when ayvkwardness 
bega·n to wear off and many of. the stu.dents were, 
fas't becoming friends. 
In spite of the diversity of the group, 
cohesiveness was apparent. Almost every ethnic 
group was rep�esented, yet th·ere was absolutely ,no 
conflict, racial or otherwise. 
One could easily refer to this weekend as an "in­
ternationalist weekend," becaus·e there were 
students present from ·all G\ler the world. There 
were students from Ecuador, the Ivory Coast, Israel, 
Italy, Cuba and, natually, the West Indies. 
It was heartwarming to see the togetherness of 
each small group respond to the down-to-earth and 
professional manner of the counselors. 
Lst's hope the leadership training will.continue to 
grow and guide us; as will the memory of)his fan­
tastic weekend. 
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·This week, 'The Reporter's Editorial 
P�ge is-devoted to a photo essay on the 
leadership conference in the Catskills, toget'1er 
- with an Editorial Comment on that weekend .
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Donate B,lood! 
was a breeze" or "I don't know 
what I was afraid of." 
It normally takes about 30 
minutes to donate, including the 
time spent checking off a 
medical history card, giving a 
small blood sample for testing 
and cindergoing a blood 
pressure examination. The en­
tire-procedure is super11ised by a 
staff of registered nurses and 
technicians. After donating, 
donors _are asked to rest briefly 
and are given light refresh­
ments, usually orange juice and 
cookies. The body replenishes 
the lost fluid within 48 hours. 
Baruch College students and 
employees can help strengthen 
New York next month in a sim­
ple, yet dramatic way: by 
donating a pint of blood. 
The G'reate� New York Blood 
Program, the nonprofit agency 
responsible for the community 
blood supply, will hold a drive 
May 1st in the Oak Lounge, 
Student Center from 12-5:30. 
The Circle K will be sponsoring 
this year's drive. Starting on 
Thursday, April 28th we will be 
preregistering potential donors. 
Club members will be manriing . 
a table in front of the 23rd St. 
Auditorium from 10 - 4PM to anc · 
swer any questions you mey 
have about the blooa drive -
we.'II be there till Friday, May 
6th. 
The need for blood has risen. 
dramatically in recent years as 
medical scien'ce develops more 
and more ways to use it to 
prolong life. Forecasts indicate 
that the need for blood will con­
tinue to grow. 
"We need 2,000 units of blood 
each day to meet the demands 
of area hospitals and the figures 
will only go up in the future," 
said a GNYBP recruiter. 
The number 2,000 does not 
seem that large, especially in 
view of the huge population, but 
the Blood Program faces a con­
stant struggle to meet the 
demand. 
"Many people who would. 
willingly give blood put ·if off 
because they figure that 
someone else will do it and 
everything wifl work out! The 
problem is that there are too 
many people who feel exactly 
the same way. 
"There are some European 
countries and regions in this 
country where ·pe9ple make it a 
habit to donate blood regularly 
as a community endeavor. In a 
city as large as ours, it is 
sometimes difficult to feel a 
sense . of community, but we 
must · work toward that goal. 
Success depends on groups 
such as Baruch." 
The Blood Program is working 
to provide blood for all, but to 
ac�ieve this the percentage of 
donors must increase sharply 
from the current two to three per 
cent of the population. 
The Greater New York Blood 
Program believes that .the 
responsibility for the blood sup-
ply rests with all members of the 
community, not merely with the 
individual who rieeds blood. Un­
der this concept, donors protect 
not only themselves and their 
families but all who are too old, 
too young, too sick or ,too alone 
to replace the blood themselves. 
Who can donate and what's 
the procedure? 
Anyone in good health bet­
ween the ages of 17 and 66 can 
give blood as many as five times 
per year. And anyone who has 
ever given knows that there's 
one word to describe t he 
process: painless. Each day, 
dozens of people arrive at Blood 
Program blood stations or 
bloodmobiles a bit apprehensive 
about giving. Once they are 
finished, they're quick to say, "11 
After the donor leaves the 
center or bloodmobile; medical 
technology goes to work. Eac,h, 
unit of blood is typed·and tested 
for such diseases as hepatitis 
and syphilis to insure that when 
it reaches hospital patients it is 
of the high·est quality. 
Working With Women 
What the donor provides is 
one pint of whole blood, which 
is used in surgery, accident 
cases, childbirth, treatment of 
Rh babies and certain other al-· 
flictions. In addition, and this is 
a fact that many donors are not 
aware of, modern technology 
makes it·possible to break down 
a single unit of blood into five 
components, each with a 
By DAVID E. SCHULTZ 
As women become in-
crea�in.gly more visible in the 
business world, mana_gers are 
going to find themselves spen­
ding more of their t ime 
supervising and working' with 
them. Harmonious relationships 
can be enhanced by just r'emem­
bering a few simple ideas. 
1. Expect nothing from them 
that you wquldn't expect from a 
mari. Women expect basically 
the same thing from a job en­
vironment as men do and should 
not be presumed to ,have to con­
tribute more - or less - just 
tAP Center· 
Baruch College'.s TAP Center 
will open Monday May 16th at 9 
a.m. 
Baruch's TAP Center will be 
located in Room 219 of the 24th 
Street Building. The Center will 
open Monday, May 16th. The 
Center will be in operation the 
following hours: 
Monday-Tuesday-Wed. - 9 
a.m. to· 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday-Friday - -9 a.m. to 
5:500 p.m. 
because they are women. Nor 
shou Id they, be expe'cted to 
perform household duties, 
"mother'' employees or furnish 
feminine companionship. 
2. Realize that their skills can 
be as highly developed as a 
man's. Not only can women do 
complex jobs and complete pro­
fessional training programs as 
quickly as men, but they also ex­
cel at certain tasks - for exam-· 
pie, in the use of precision tools, 
inspection of products, assem­
bly of cdmpor:ients and -col0r 
discriminatioA. IA� some ways· 
th-ey excel men:· .they are, for 
Juniors & Seniors 
Effective· September, 1977, at­
tendance requirements will be 
imposed for juniors and seniors 
(as well as for freshmen and 
sophomores :_ as in the' past) 
for all undergraduate business 
courses ·at Baruch College'. This 
constitutes a change ,in policy, 
in that prior ·10 this. action, 
funiors and seniors were 
permitted unlimited cuts. 
�$l· ,�, �� 
W-�6�  
lff\Birth defects 
� are forever. 
· Unless you help ..
TO PROTECT THE UNBORN 
AND THE NEWBORN 
March of Dimes 
·example, usually more patient 
and more meticCrlous than th'ei'r 
male counterparts. 
3. Remember that they want 
the _same things out of a job as 
men. That is, a sense of ac­
complishment, a feeling of con­
tributing and appreciation for a 
job well done. They expect to be 
rewarded with periodic salary in­
creases and promotions if their 
w9rk warrants it. They also want 
to feel like part of a team. 
Ther,efore, keep them informed 
of' d'epartmer-ital- plans. In short, 
a rigid c•u:nisex'' management 
policy is y0ur best insurance 
against mistreating women em­
ployees. 
4. Bear in mind that they do 
differ in some ways. With due 
respect for the exceptions, as a 
ge_neral rule women are more 
sensitive to criticism than men, 
so if you must criticize be. separate life saving function .• 
' especially tactful. They tend to The five are: red cells, which 
be sensitive on certain subjects, are used for treatment of 
so avoid them. Don't for in- anemias and cardiac patients or 
stance, call attention to their the elderly who cannot iolerate 
age or weight. . the volume of whole blood; 
5. Don't harbor the common plasma, which is used as a 
misconceptions about women: volume expander and for the 
"They .. talk t90 much .. . " "They treatment of shocl<; pla_telets, 
rely on intuition instead of used for supportive therapy in 
logic ... '.' "Their pres·ence ,leukemia cases; leukoctyes, 
creates problems ... ""They used to , fight infection through 
have a higher absentee rate depression of bone marrow; and 
• than men." These. like all cryopreci;:>atate, used to treat 
stereotypes, are 11ntrue. Some hemophi'\'iacs. 
women may fit into : these Mast of these components 
categories, but so do some rTien. must be prepared within tour 
Accept your women employees hours of donating and must be 
·as you do the men-- on .their ir)- used within 12 to 48 hours. All of 
dividual merits and you will have them are needed fresh daily. 
contributed substantially to the which makes , a strong com-' 
development of. a .harmonious munity· blood pupply so vital -
working envirqnment where and willing donors the keys to 
women and men work together. · success. 
Have a fling on l\,llay 5 
From 1" 2 noon to 8 pm 
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Copy Editing: 
A, Career Guide 
By EDW.ARD POGARSKY 
For those of. you who are. in­
terested''in seeking copy editing 
as a primary vocational goal, 
perhaps the series of interviews 
I had with professors Stewart 
-Kampel a.nd Gerald Gould of the 
English ,Department a.t City . 
College ca.n play a significant 
role in your decision. 
The first person I interviewed 
was Stewart Kampel. Professor 
Kampel v.,.,ho is a Writer' in
Residence at City College, 
received his B.8-.A. from Baruch ,, 
College where _he took· 
· 'Journalism courses taught· by 
Abraham Rosenthal. As an un­
dergraduate, .he was the Ec_jitor 
of ";The Ticker." After 
graduating from Baruch, he 
received his M.A. at Columbia 
University School of Journalism._ 
He is now associated with Thrt 
New York Times in� tt:ie capacity 
of •Assistant Metropolitan Editor 
at the City Desk. He is the co-, 
petus fcir reporters. However, 
the basic idea of Copy Editing 
hc1s not changed. 
·E.P. What is the difference 
between a Copy Editor and. a 
Proofreader? 
S.K. The Proofreader looks for 
typographical errors, whereas 
the Copy Editor looks at .the
news story itself as he gets it. 
E.P. On The New York Times 
does a Copy Edi.tor have. to be a 
report? 
S.K. No. The Copy Editor does 
not h·ave to be a Reporter. 
E.P. In your opinion, what is 
the most important function of­
the C'opy Editor? 
, S.K. The most important func­
tion of the Copy Editor·is to be 
skeptical and critical, 
E.P. Do you think that Copy 
Editing is a ·creative enterprise? 
S.K. Copy Editing is not very 
exciting or glamorous. 
E.P. Do You think that- ttie 
Copy� Editor is given enou·gh 
praise for the work he does? 
S.K. Copy Eclitors would like 
more praise, but whethe.r or· not 
he should get it is prqblematical. 
E.P: I/I/hat do you see as a 
major detrimei:tt_ in Copy
Editing? 
S.K. On The New York TilT]es 
it i,s the tremendous pressure of, 
deadlines. 
E:P. How can one prepare for 
a career in Copy Editing? _ 
S.K. There is no substitute 'tor. 
S.K. I would look for a strong 
liberal arts background in
English, History, and Sqcial 
Sciences. 
E.P. What are the differences: 
between Copy Editing on a 
newspapeT and' a publishing 
house? 
S.K. A newspaper Copy Editor 
is more nighly skilled than a 
Copy Editor in a· publisli1ing
house ai:td is paid accor.din.@ly.
In a publishing house a Copy· 
E;ditor is only responsible for 
learning under .experienpe. Grammar 1nd·S_pelling. 
��;����it ��:w1t��
P
!�vi:=��e!�-- E.P. Do you regarcl the Copy 
take the course in college. If you·· · Editor as the guardian, of the · 
are looking to break in, start Eng'iish l,,anguage? 
· 
with smaller n·ewspapers out of S.K. Ye ·s. 
· 
town. E.P. Thank you. 
E.P. If you 1Nere an employer 
looking at applicants for a job in· 
Copy Editing, what would make 
a favorable impression on .you? 
My next interview was with 
Gerald Gould• who is an 
Assistant Professor of Er:iglish at
City College. 
· Professo'r Gould received 
B.A. at Harpur and · got his M.A. 
at Pennsylvania State University. 
He completed his Ph.D. at City 
College. 
Profess·or Goulcl wmked as a 
Staff Writer and Manager in a 
trade publication., His job im. 
vo.l:,.,ed writing copy make up 
and layout. ·He also wr'oked at 
Mc Graw Hill where he went 
through its training programs for 
Copy Editors which is th·e only 
one of its kind in the pwblishing 
iri.dustry. He i_s an Advisory 
Editor of Litera.ture ·and
Psychology. The interview was 
conducted at City College. 
-E.P'. Professor Gould. How 
would you define Copy Edi,ting? 
G.G. Copy Edit.ing is the 
preparation of manuscript tor 
publication. The Copy Eclitor' is, 
an autt:iority on the 
typographical ·requirements of a 
- given assignment, on Spelling, 
", author of- a book, 'iFear of 
Flying" which is not to be con­
fused with the celebrated novel 
by Erica Jong. _In addition, 
Professor Kampel i_s the Editor 
of a monthly newspaper put out' 
by a Jewish cultural-agency. The 
interview with ·Professor Kampel 
took p'lace on the third fl9or of 
What's Co�king?· 
his , Grammar arnd Style, and often . 
on facts themselves in t,he 
manuscript. In most ir,st-arrces, __ 
the Co/)y Editor is the .last 
person to re_ad a manwseript 
caref1:1lly before it is printed,  amJ 
the·. et.lan!:)es me makes or 
doesn't make b.ecome print ....:... 
so.--he bet.ter be rigmt. He has to 
also concern himself with small 
matters such as ··numbers, eofn­
mas and, periods. 
By-Will!SOME R. HENRY 
This recipe comes from the kit­
chen of Ms. Pat Henry. It's very 
simple and quite enjoyable. 
The New York Times building. Chinese Pepper Steak 
E.P. Professor Kampel,. I was po"und round s;tea�. 1 inch. 
wondering if you wouldn't mind thick, 
giving a brief synopsis-of what 1/4 c_up butter ( 
copy editing 'entails. · · 1 clove garli9, mimced 
S.K. There are two mai·n 1'/2 teaspoon salt 
op·erations in a neWsr6otn. Ori 1-;4 t�aspoon freshly grotrnd 
the inside, it is the Editor. ·on the· blaqk pepper 
outside, it is the Reporter. He or 4 te.blespoons soy sauce 
she is assigrrnd _ to --.cover' an 1/2 teaspoon granul�1e_d SLI_ga,r. 
ev.ent, a fire, .or a speeeh. The 1 cup bee1r-i -spr.outs, , -fresl;i •or 
. Rep@r,te,r �gatb\'fS ,the )act_s and, · canned -. . , ,,, · 
writes the story on .the II')- .2'..tomatoes,' quartered, ci'r 1 cµp 
- formation ihey. learn. Whe story canmed tomatoes 
is give� to the Copy Ecli-tor who 2· green peppers, see_ded and cut . 
checks for basic . Ern1glish ·in·to 1 inch i;:,ieces. ; • 1 
Language and Usag·e, Pronu·n- 1 /2 tablespoon, .c9.rns,tarch, 
ciation'and Spelling, Newspaper 2 tablespo.ons cpld. wate_r 
Style, Good Taste. -The .Copy 4 green onions chopped 
Editor checks ·the story- to see 
that the langu·age ii not too 1. Slice the steak as -thinly as 
· "academic" nor too elementary. possible in shortcrosswise
The Copy Editor must know the pieces. 
audience that his . newspaper is 
trying -to reach. He also checks 
to see that the story is not 
libelous or defamitory. The Copy
Editor sees to it that the story 
makes sense and that it answers 
"basic questions that might arise 
in the mind of the reader. 
E.P. You mean what, where, 
who, why, when· and how of a 
given situatio _n? 
S.K. Yes. The Copy Editor 
makes sure that the story is not 
too wordy. It has to be. concise 
and clear to the point. The copy 
Editor trims his story to fit 
specific space requirements. 
Therefore, he is always looking 
THE COMMITTEE ON 
CAREER COUNSELING 
PROGRAMS 
(Dr. -Roy Senour,. 
Dr. Milton P. Erlich, 
Mr. Lawrenc!! Lansner,' 
Mrs. Viola Rosenheck, 
and Mr. Don Higgins) 
AND 




A "CAREERS IN 
ACCOUNTING" 
SYMPOSIUM 
for ways- to .trim the story _on the ',,-.. Featuri_ng · a di�tinguished panel basis of waht is the least im- of �peakers discussing every 
portant material - offered. _The aspect of accou·nting as a 
Copy Editor also_ writes career. Spe11kers includ.e:, 
headlines on the basis of the Professors ·Martin Mellman, 
story which he or she has Martin Benis, R. Keith Martin, 
ecii"ted, The headl,n:. by itself Leopold Bernstein and Hyman has to tell a story. _1·1n_a1Jy,_ the Gorenberg. Copy Editor uses special signs Mr. James Dixori of Coopers 
tor the printer so that ipe prin!er & Lybrand will discuss em-
1:.,.knows what corrections have to ployment opportunities in. ac-
be or have been _made. · counting -_E.P. Do you think there has 'Student speakers di�cussing been significant changes in the experience of being an ac-Copy Editing ·in the last twenty counting major include: Bill years? , Hendrick, John Coffey, Michael S.K. Significant changes? Menei:hella, Steve Vizoukis and Editing depends on the stories. Josette Vassallo., Stories have changed. Reporters 
have changed. They are better TIME: Thursday, May 5, � educated, more· lmowledgab'le. 12:45-2:00' P.M. 
2. Heat the butter in the ·skillet 
and add the garlLc, salt and pep­
per. Add the beef and cook until 
brown on both sides. · 
3. Add the soy sauce and sugar, 
cover, and cook over high heat 
for five minutes. If canne'd bean 
spro1:1ts are -u.sed, rinse under 




Add the b.een. sprouts, tomatoes, 
and green peppers: Cover and 
cook for five· minutes, then stir
in·· the cornstarch disso-lved in 
t-he col,d water and cook; 
stirring, �'ntii' the sauce· is 
thickened .. Sorigkle wi1b Gb99o





.. Between 23rd fl 24th 
,. 10% DISCOUNT 
ON ALL-DRY CLEANING 
WITH - STUDENT CARD 
E.P. [)o you conside.r Copy 
Editing creative? 
G.Gl. Copy Eclitihg is net a 
very_ intellectual job. Orne t.las to 
be alert. A Copy,- lc;ditor is not 
creat,ive. He is more-- interested 
in rules oLCopy Editing. 
E.P. W/'>at do you look for in 
hiri'ng a· Gopy EE!itor? -
- G.G. If I wer-e to hire a CO!DY 
Ed'i(or, I wow\0 look f0r ·pr.eeis-i01tt, 
in the use' o'f lan@.uage. I wowld 
· try to fin� out if _the cali)diclate 
liaci the ability to find ernor-s i.n
· style. 
E.P. Thar:ik you. 
LAW .·SOCIETY 
.PRESEN,TS 
LAW DAY. 1.977 (the big eve11t) 
• Gerald.ine Oppenheim
speaking on: "The Lega_l Profession" 
• Young Lawyers Assoc.
II Justice and the Cou:rts11· 
• Befres·hments
Thursday, May S, 1977 at 12 Noon 
Room 2031_� 315 P\A.S. 
Come Meet Your ,Law ·Professors 
The News Editor has a fresher PLACE: 4 North - 23rd Street 
vi��p_o}nt which p_r?Vl_d_�-�-1�: ... -Build.ing------: .. _ ..... ----·· -----l:.·.:..·::..;-·:..:·;.:·;.:·.:..·.:...- ·:..:·c......::.·.:..·::..;·-::...:·:..:·..:..·..:..·.:...· "-'',.;__--""'-=-----'-' "-''-."-'r'..-"�..:..','.,_,'.:...•'ca.a'·-=-�'--""--- ·...;·..:.· ..;..··..._,;;.;._• ';_'_· �--....-----------
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THE·SPINNAKER 
By PAUL SCHWARTZ 
LAST WEEK: 
After discovering that the 
living conditions aboard the 
Spinr;iaker were having an ad­
verse effect upon the crew, 
Blanche (with Daisy's help) 
made arrangements for the c·rew 
to work together on the bridge. 
Thereby increasing the 
closeness of the crew. Because 
they were in the briefing room 
when this was decided, Blanche 
thought it would be a good idea 
if Daisy briefed the crew about 
the unexplored planet they were 
going tci stop at.. The first sen-
' tence Daisy spoke told the crew 
that there was humanoid life on 
the planet, ·that they h .ated out­
siders and were especially pred­
judiced against people of dark 
skin, such as Blanche. -
PART FOURlEEN: PLANS 
"Why is it everybody hates 
everybody?" asked CI are. 
"It's. called xenophobia, .a fear 
of strangers," explained Dr. 
Harris. "Most cultures who have 
not achieved a great Gl€!al o.f in­
terstellar travel have it in one 
form or another. Mo·st of the 
.tii:ne i t  is co ntro llab-le , 
sometimes it isn't It seems as if 
we are dealing with an un­
controllable case." 
"Assuming we are, wh;t do 
we do about it?" asked Blanche. · 
"We could pass on the·stop and 
go rig.ht to Vulcan or plunge 
right in where angels fear to 
tread. Any s.uggestions?" 
"I'm for passing it up. I see no 
reason to stick our noses where 
there not -wanted," said Vince. 
"I don't agree," said Sue. 
"We're supposed to be ex­
plorers. Let's explore." 
"You have a point. Clc1re Dr. 
Harris? We haven't heard from 
you two." 
"Carrie, that's what we'll do. 
Daisy, lay in the program and set 
course for Thorn.ton's planet. In 
fact, unless it has another name, 
I think that's what we'll call it." 
"My memory banks do not 
show, any other than the 
astronomical catalog nu·mber. I 
will accept the prog(am as 
stated." 
Seventeen Solar days later 
found the Spinnaker in a wide 
orbit ·around the body' they had 
named Thornton's Planet. Daisy 
was analyzing a� much as she 
could with her .sensors, while 
the rest of the crew waited for a 
decisior1: So far, no fact had tip­
ped the scales either way. There 
were large and valuable mineral 
"I wanna go. I wanna see 
someplace nobody else has 
-seen except Thornton and the 
natives,'' said CI are. 
"I can see the logic of Vince's 
statement. It is evident that we 
are not wanted, just as we were 
not wanted on Rax. I suggest 
· deposits which made further ·ex­
ploration important. There were 
also natives who were extremely 




that since it is not out of our "Well, I see no reason to risk 
way, we achieve orbit around our necks," said Blanch·e .  
the planet and see what the sen°· · "While those minerals wou Id be 
sors come up with. They may nice, there are other, safer 
show tlfat we shouldn't iand at planets where we ·could get 
all or they may _give us a com- them. It wouldn't be ·much of a 
pelling reason to l?nd ·no matter· coup to bring this back." 
what," said Dr. Harris. "I must disagree," said D'aisy, 
Office Of -The Administrator 
Of Busiriess Affairs 
of tuition. 
The requirements _for ttie CAP 
award are.: 
1. ·student must enroll for at _ 
le.ast 3 1/2 credits or equivalent 
·· for the Sl'.lmil er Session. SUMMER SESSION 1977 of the regular semester award. 
It may be possible -for. un- · Utilization of I the. Summer 
d�rgraduate students to- receive Session would count toward 
a TAP of CAP award for the the total of 8 semesters-of TAP · 
1977 Summer Sessi0n provided 
that certain requir.ernents are· 
met. It should be n.oted that 
students are eligibl� for either a 
TAP or CAP award·, hut n-ot moth .. 
TAP or CAP applies· to the 
payment of tuition only. THE 
STUDENT CENTER FEE MUST 
BE PAID AT THE TIME OF 
REGISTRATION'. , The requirements for a TAP 
award are: 
eligibility.' . . 
·2. Student must have been a 
matriculated student in the 1977 
Sp�ing Semester. 
3. Student must have received 
a CA'P ·a,�,jrrd fo?the-Sp'r(n"g-1977 
semester. 
4. Student must meet all 
·eligibility requirements stated in 
the CAP application booklet. ·To 
, be eligible for the 1977 Summer 
Session, the ·student mu.st have 
filed an applic.at,ion for the 
1976/1977 academic year (Fall 
"I hav? just discovered 
something.'' 
"Don't tell me," said Blanche, 
wearily,. "A vain of gold· that 
me·asures five miles across. We 
can get gold from other places, 
Daisy. The crew's lives a're more 
valuable. 
"Are they more valuabl.e then 
somwinite?"· 
"Daisy, reprogram· at once! 
How dare you infer that 'any 
human's life is less valuable 
then DID YOU SAY SOM­
WINITE?" 
"I did. I meant no disrespect 
to any human's life. I was being 
reforical." 
"Somwinite? How much?" 
"I believe the vein is nineteen 
'miles wide and .at least twenty­
six miles long. My memory 
banks show this is five times as 
large as the largest vein 
discovered up to this poi·nt." 
· '·'What's, somwinite, Daisy?" 
asked CI are. 
"A mineral with unknown bur 
proven eurative properties. It is 
· the most valuab.le mineral in the -
�universe, having cured diseases 
in many different places and in 
1976 and Spring 1977). 
5. Student . must presen.t 
evidence at · the time , of 
registrati9n of . his/her 1976/1977 
CAP- award ·notice which will be 
sent to l:!ac'h eligible ,studen( 
beginning May 27, 1977, If the 
student does JlOt receive n·oticEl · 
by June 6th, he/she should con­
tact the Fir:iarieial Aid Office at 
the ,college. 
6. l'he student eligible for 
CAP who pays cash at the time 
of registration ,will not receive a 
refund unless· he presents his 
CAP award · notice to the 
Bursar's Office on or before the 
last day of class• for the' 1977 
Summer Session (August 8, 
1977).- -
many different beings." 
"That answers the first 
question then. We go down. 
There is no 'way that we c·an 
walk away from the largest 
·deposit o'f somwinite in the 
galaxy." 
"The riext question is how, '' 
spoke up Sue. "Not only are the 
natives hostile, but they seem on 
the primative side. I haven't 
seen a_ny evidence of anything 
more lethal than a bow and 
arrow, which brings in the _Prime 
Directive of noninterference. 
, That cou Id make thin_gs more 
difficult." 
"There is no choice. We'll' 
have to negotiate with the 
natives. Daisy, prepare· to tran­
sport . me down." .
. 
"No, there is - too much 
danger." 
"Yes, I am captain, I take the 
risk. Check your prime program-
ming.". 
' · 
"I have. l_t may cha·nge your 
mind to note that the natives 
have adapted an o Id Earth 
custom. At this very moment, the 
majo-r portion of the population 
is wearing white cloth robes �nd 
setting fire to what apperas to 
be a cros,s. I can display it on 
video for you." 
"Please do." 
- Blanche looked at the screen. 
She saw a group of natives 
gathered· around a bonfire chan­
ting i17 a foreign tongu·e. On 
each of thei.r heads was a poin­
ted .cap. She saw that they were 
mistreating what appeared to ·be 
an effigy of a black person. 
"I could use _an explanation." 
"I believe it has to do with 
driving out_ devils. I should note 
that your physical being closely 
resembles the leader of the pack 
of devils th�y wis.h to drive out. 
Are you absolutely sure that 
somwin,ite is worth your life?" 
· ''There is no q'uestion. We 
have to get it. Daisy,. prepare to 
beam· me down." 
1. Studen.t must have been a 
fu 11-t(me matriculated student 
- (12 · or more equivaler-1t credits) 
in the Sp·ring 1•977 semester Of 
' plan to be a full0tin;ie 
3. Student · must meet ·all 
eligibility requirements as stated 
in the 197-7 /1 \378 TAP ap­
p.lication booklet. To be eligible 
for the 1977, Summer Session, 
the student must have filed an 
application fqr the 1977/1978 
academic year (Fall 1977 and 
Spring 1978), prior to May 20, 
1978, with the University Ad­
missioi:is Processing Center 
(UAPC),. Box 148-Vanderveer 
-Station, Brnoklyn, N. Y., 11210. 
4. Student must , present 
evidence at the time of Summer 
·session -re.gistration of his ap 
award (1977/1978.Albany award 
ce!'rtificate or estimated award 
noiice from UAPC). A stu'dent 
not presenting his TAP. award 
notice at registration will be 
required to- pay' .the ful"I amount 
Sigm� A_ll)ha Delta 
matriculated student"for the Fall 
1!'177 semester. 
2. Student must .enroll for a 
minimum of 6 credits in the 19.77 
Sum;,,er Session. The TAP 
award would b·e equal ·up to 1/2. 
It's A .. Girl! 
By MICHAEL LICHTENSTEIN 
Whether it's the first time or 
the tenth, during the day or at 
night, the sensations are always 
the-, same - nervousness and 
· a�prehension. 
When it begins, you've already 
dqne your job. You wait patien­
tly, stoically, not like ever 
mefore. You pace_back_and forth, 
ea.ger t.o hear th.e results, 
anxious for the outcome, It may 
ta�e a few short minutes, or long 
hours, but whatever the 
euratioITT, it seems· like a lifetime. 
' Pinally, when word_ is
r,ec:�ived, you race to t.he nearest 
telephone with your list of r-1um­
fuers and pocket full of change. 
\You l:>egin dialing, confident and 




B0rn January 9, 1977 to Evening 
student Michael and Nora 
l!i el;ltenstein. 
__ ,..,_, . , ., ,.., . -·
P.RESENTS) 
,I 
Dr. Michael -Freeman 
Faculty Member & · Author 
On Monday, May 9th, 
at 8 p.m. 
in 4 North ; 17 L-e·x. 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED 
P.age•8 • THE REP,OR.TER·• Monday, May 2,.1977 
NBA Rev·iew 
By WAYNE SIDDONS 
Boston vs. Philadelphia - Af­
ter four games played between 
. the two teams the series is tied 
· with each team winning two 
games. In the Sixers' victories 
against the Celtics, their offense 
blew the Celtics right out_ of the 
arena, as the Sixers have•relied 
on their high-power offense all 
s�ason to _beat their opponents. 
With such deadly shooters as 
Julius Erving; George McGinnis, 
and Doug Collins, the Sixers are 
-,..._ a threat to win no matter how far 
behind they are in a game, as 
witnessed Sunday atternoon 
when the Sixers cut a 22 point­
Celtic lead to just 1 point before 
the Celtics regroups and pulle-d 
the game out. The Celtics have 
displayed their team concept of 
basketball in their victories. By 
passing to the open man, 
playing tight defense, and 
taking intelligent shots, the 
Celtics have looked poised and 
experienced, especially on Sun­
day.when they blew the big lead. 
Possibly another team might 
have cracked and lost, but the 
Celtics have been in the playoffs 
many ,times and their playoff ex­
perience ha·s carried them to 
r:nany victories. I like the Celtics 
to\ beat the Sixers in · seven 
games, mainly because of their 
unselfish team play and tighter 
defense than \he Sixers. The 
Sixers have more tcl"lent than the 
Celtics, but the Sixers are not 
disciplined en'ough such that 
they play tpo much one on one 
basketball which implies that 
they are too selfish. Within two 
or three years, the Sixers shou Id 
win the N.B.A. title if they do not 
surprise me and win it this year. 
I can't commer-it presently. on 
the three othe'r playoff series, 
because I have not·,seen too 
many of the other teams in the 
playoffs. I will give you my picks 
and comments on who shou•ld 
star for his team: 
Houston vs. Washington _:__ _ · 
with the series tied at two games 
a piece, I like )he Rockets in 
seven games. All' year long the 
Rockets have displayed unusual 
discipline for a young team. 
Youngsters Moses Malone and 
John Lucas have played a 
significant role in the Rockets' 
success this year alo·ng with 
veterans Calvin fv'lurphy and 
Rudy Tomjanovich. If the Bullets 
have any hope to win, they will 
need big g.ames from Elvin 
Fashion Disco 
(Continued from Page 2) 
walking -up and down a runway. 
The scene .was designed IQ 
illustrate that there are different 
strokes for dif.ferent folks and 
the way a person . chooses to 
make his living is his business. 
And last but not least, the scene 
illµstrated that even the Boss 
has a Boss. 
I would like to thank all my 
models and guests for making 
lh,is show a success, I wou,ld 
also like to thank all Baruch 
students for attending the show 
which ,war, professionally done 
and is ·the talk of the town. 
The event started with the 
disco. The beautiful people from 
Baruch and Columbia were 
exquisitely aWred in the latesr 
fashions, rani;<ng from coJorful 
three-piece ·. uits, beautiful 
gowns and the rtrost together 
pant suits you've ever seen. 
Among the highlights of the 
event and one of the best stage 
Hayes, Wes Unseld, and, Phil 
Chenier. 
Denver vs. Portland - The 
·.Trail Blazers lead the series 
three games to one over the 
Nuggets< one of the finest teams 
in basketball·. The Blazers will 
win it in six games, despite their 
playoff inexperience and Den-· 
ver's fine talent which includes 
David Thompson, Dan lssel, and 
Bobby Jones, all of whom 
played in the All-Star game if) 
February. The Nuggets are 
easily capable of winning the 
last three in a row, but I doubt if 
it will happen. The Blazers are 
young, but they have t;,een cool 
to playoff pressure so far. I wish 
I knew why because this is the 
first time they have ever been in 
the playoffs, and they have 
looked very solid. 
Los Angeles vs. G'olden State 
� The Warriors, champions of 
1974-75 season, will beat the 
Lakers in seven games. The 
series is currently tied at two 
games a piece, but I like the 
Warriors to win it becawse they 
have been in the playoffs many 
more times than the Lak'ers. Ex­
cept for Kareem Abdu I-Jabbar, 
Cazzie Russell, and Cornell 
Warner, most of the Lakers are · 
in their first playoff. The Lakers 
won the first two games played 
.in Los Angeles, but have drop­
ped the last two played in 
Oakland. I believe the Warriors 
with Rick Barry, Phil Smith, 
Jamal Wilkes, and momentum 
will take the series away from· 
the l:.aker·s. · · 
ADVERTISEMENT 
New Lock Foils Burglar 
Some· New York City apart­
ments, · offices �d businesses 
are now secured with a new 
locki'ng system desigr-ied by 
Mul-T-Lock Corporation of New 
York, which is installed i·n1 almost any door and prevents 
forced entry. 
Mul-T-Lock h"as er;igineered a 
locking system that compares 
with a bank's vault; just one turn 
of the key drives steel dea·d0olts 
deep into each of the four sides 
of the door frame. The ·jimmy-· 
proof locking mechanism is en­
cased in steel. that protects it 
from tools used by burglars, and 
the• pick-resistant cylinder . is 
equipped with a tamper-proof 
steel plate.· Entire· mechan.ism 
and deadbolts are concealed in­
side the door - with only the 
keyhol'3 visibl;. 
'Althol!lgh it's maintenance free, 
installation carries q 5-year 
warranty. Telephone Mal-T-Lock_ 
(212) 889-9545. 
May 5th 
Stree·t Fair at Baruch 
Volleyball & Pri.zes 
shows ever presented was 
Lifestyles U.S.A. 
Lady Luck, P.1osetta Thomp­
son, floated across the floor 
wearing a charcoal grey and 
black silk dress, black & white 
shoes, and a black & white 171ink 
hat. As she approached a young 
man, Terrance Kennedy, who 
was wearing a blu·e & '{l'hite pin­
ned stripped suit, black shirt, 
black botie and black shoes. 
Lady Luck poletely apprehended 
his cash from his grip and 
proceeded front and center of 
the runway. The two female 
models at Terry's side did not 
. approve of this at all because 
they had g'iven Terry the money. 
They were YVqnne Thorne and 
Rori Johnson. Yvonne was 
wearing a black-on-bla.ck 
jumpsuit and Rori wore a fiery­
red dress. Both ladies exhibited. 
thi�r talents, doing mannequin 
modeling turns and fashioncible 
poises. The commentator, Ms. 
Tina Phillips, wa? wearing a 
gold, one-shoulder gown. with 
matching cape and turbin. Tina 
was entertainingly explicit in in-
forming her au-dience that tt.iis 
modeling scene was called 
Lifestyles U.S.A. Lady Luck 
elegantly strolled up to Bruce 
Capri who was wearing a rust 3-
pc suit, brown s�irt and brown 
shoes welcomed Lady Luck 
while she confiscated his cash. 
The two rnodels at his side, Olga 
Z,abala ..and Lisa. Tarver, 
displayed movements of outrage 
as they modeled-their garments. 
Olga wore · a 2Jpiece white­
onwhite pant suit and Lisa Wore 
a 3-piece Orange suit. The 
aud(�p,c;:_e watche,g_..,attentively 
and applauded throughout the 







I , IVI.S. In N.Y., M.D.· In Italy I 
I · .American pre-meds now have an exciting new way to de- I,
1 
velop !Heir careers-a unique biomedical -graduate progra111 
I which combines: 
I • a one-year, 36-credit course at major New York colleges whieh I 
I leads to a M.S. degree in medical biology or b_acteriology and Ihealth sciences, with . 
I I • preparation for admission beyond the first year to an Italian 
.I medical school. Also veterinary medical school. _ I 
I INSfflUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION I 
I Chartered by the F.legenfs of the University of the State of New York I 
I 3 E. 54 St., New York 10022 • (212) 832-2089 . I 
-------------------
• THIRTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE and practicing CPA's all over 
the world 
!' Over 14,000 satisfied alumni including ·N.Y.S. ·First Place Gold 
Medal Winners in 1974 and 1975, and Sliver Medal Winner in 1976 
• WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR FU;J'URE, you can't afford to settle 
for less than Ghaykin's.-No short-cuts,- no pills, no gimmicks .. _. 
just more instructional
,
hours at a tuition rate lower than that of 
the other courses. 
Chaykln's is the school selected by a majority of the "BIG 
EIGHT" for stall training lectures. _ _ 
... :��--�x+.+ ���ykiN:
& application, call: 
· CPI JI. REVl'EW .581-4206-7 _, � _ 
The Largest Live CPA Review Course In The Tri-State Area 
� 1585 �adway, New York, N.Y.,10086 
i Bes�:re01:i.rin_ ·.. ll 
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jljl Bring ·your ID !ljl
ljl! Student Price. $2. ljlj
!Ill Guest ·Price $3 j!I!
1111 Sponsore·d· by the· lll ' 
Ill! Day Session Student Govt !l!\ 
/ Ev�ning Students can purchase tickets J 
f in Room 527, 26th St. Center ?: 
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